Searce's Data Modernization solution helps unify data, develop a business-aligned data strategy, and improve governance and security for greater agility, insights, efficiency, and quality.

Empower your business with Data Modernization

- Unify data silos across your organization
- Centralized data governance
- Lower cost of ownership & maintenance cost
- Reduced manual effort for managing infrastructure
- On-demand availability of compute
- Serverless autoscaling
- Real-time insights & response to new business needs
- Foundation for Analytics and ML workbench
- Heightened productivity: Faster, smarter, and more agile

Our offerings

- Workshop & Assessment (1 day)
- Proof of Value (3-7 weeks)
- Enterprise-grade Production & Support (3-12 months)

The Searce Advantage

- 98% on-time, on-spec, on-budget project delivery
- T-shirt-sized packages & SOW templates for Rapid PoV
- Accelerators and IPs for faster implementation

Success Story

**Objectives:**
- Build a data platform
- Reduced query time
- Easy Insights

**Outcomes:**
- Robust Data Platform
- Easy Insights
- Reduced Manageability
- Better and Faster Query Time (↓75%)
Who we are

Solvers

Every Searcian is a solver who applies the EVLOS (solve differently) way of working in everything they do.

What we do

Futurify

We enable our customers to futurify their business and empower them to drive intelligent, impactful, futuristic outcomes.

How we work

EVLOS (solve differently)

We follow the evlos way of working. EVLOS stands for solving something differently, in a way that's smarter, faster, and better.

Ready? Let's Talk

sales@searce.com
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